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Sportster Racing QuikTurn 27o Steering Kit©
This is a racing product designed for short dirt tracks. Can be used on the street but not with 15”
shocks. $545.00

Does not fit all Evos up to 2003 
[ ] Should fit 1988 to 1996ish Sportsters with no problem
[ ] Things get iffy around 1997. The head ID may be smaller than the early frames. 
If the ID of your head is noticeably less than 1.74” and the OD of the head less 
than 2 ¼”, it won’t fit unless you can machine 1/16” off the narrow portion of my 
pillars.
[ ] Will not fit rubber frames after 2003 with narrow ID necks

This kit as presently designed will fit stock trees. Will fit Weiss and Durelle trees 
but at extra cost for a compatible Weiss/Durelle stem. Okay how do we get this 
sucker installed? First check to see if all the stuff is included.

[1] Steering stem. 10.25” LOA 
25mm/1” diameter

[2] Upper and lower Stem Pillars (Lower in left). The portion that goes through head is 1.640 
wide

[2] Bearing cap dust covers
[2] O-rings
[2] Thrust bearings (flat with little rollers)
[4] Bearing races (look like flat washers)
[1] Weld-on steering stop (small thing in center)
[1] Stem Pillar removal tool (rod on left)
[x] Stem bolt and Circlip up top are stock parts reused

Note to Weiss/Durelle triple clamp owners



Specify you want a 27 kit for Weiss or Durelle trees and I’ll include our longer 
steering stem
[ ] Kit for stock trees $545
[ ] Kit for Weiss/Durelle tress $640
   

Here’s how it goes together

Note. Stem bolt and circlip come from your trees

Upper and lower Stem Pillars

 
The two Stem Pillars only fit together only one way-the two male tabs are different widths.
If you have to shave 1/16” off the pillars do so on the narrow portion above the bearing races



Bottom Stem Pillar with two little holes

    
This is the lower Stem Pillar   This is the upper Stem Pillar
with two holes for the stem     with needle bearings installed
removal rod (shown)              Note. No little holes

Steering stem

Steering stem uses your stock bolt and circlip (except for Weiss and Durelle tree owners)



Tools

      
Disassembly tool. Stick the flat Alignment tool to center Stem Pillars
end of this rod into the little holes           
of the lower Stem Pillar. Pound out 
the upper Stem Pillar 

Weld-on steering stop

  
Welds under old stop      Beveled edges out    This face welds to head  

Installation steps

[1] Disassemble forks and trees. Remove old bearings and races. Clean any gunk 
out of your head and old bearing race cavity.  



[2] Install needle bearings in your Stem Pillars. Grease the bearings liberally with 
good stuff inside and out. You can press them in with a soft hammer, a press or just
your vice 

[3] Install steering stem in bottom tree. This will most likely require a press. Install
your stock circlip. (Weiss doesn’t use circlip)

  
[4] Insert the Upper Stem Pillar using the ‘H’ tool as a centering guide. The fat part
of the Stem Pillar is toward the rear. If it resists toss it in the freezer to shrink it or 
grease

Ready your upper bearing group and put it within reach but grease first. The order
of parts is the reverse of the drawing below



[5] Drop the bearing group on the stem in this order; dust cover, O-ring, flat 
bearing race, needle thrust bearing and the other flat bearing race but grease first. 
Insert lower tree and stem up through the Stem Pillars. Install the lower Stem Pillar
and be mindful of the pillar tooth alignment but they joint in only the correct 
manor-the teeth are different sizes. Just finesse it in. You may need a second pair 
of hands to hold it in while you move on to next steps.

[6] The stem is now poking upward. Install that set aside bearing group and drop it 
on the stem. Hold everything in place while you install the top tree on the stem.

[7] Tighten the stem bolt and washer in the stem and torque the stem bolt to 15-18 
foot pounds, secure with red LocTite. [Read on before you do this]

    



      
[8] Weld on my steering stop. The 27o kit is longer than the frame head and 
extends below the old steering stop, hence my stop. Put your tank on. Swing the 
forks back and forth. Do they touch the forks? When I spec’d the dimensions of 
my weld-on stop, I was conservative with fork/tank gap. I am guessing you’ll want
to shave material off the sides of the stop to gain a greater turning range. You’ll 
want the forks to be roughly ¼” away from the tank on both sides. Grind off 
unwanted width. Position my stop under stock stop with the beveled edges facing 
front. Those beveled edges allow the lower tree clearance. Once the stop is 
trimmed, position it on the head with clamps, a magnet or tape. Once everything is 
in place tack weld it in place. Check your work. Now if you can finish welding 
with forks and trees in place do it. (Otherwise pull off the trees and forks.) Brush 
your welds and paint with black enamel if you are lazy like me.

[9] True the forks in the trees. LockTite all your pinch bolts. I found it took me 
about 5 minutes to install the assembly after I pressed the stem into the lower tree.

 
Removing the kit. Pull off forks and trees. Use my removal rod. Slide the milled 
end into the little holes on the underside of the lower Stem Pillar. Tap-tap with a 
hammer, then move to the other hole (tap, tap) and back and forth until the top 



Stem Pillar pops out. Use a broad end drift (wood or brass) to knock out the bottom
pillar. That’s it dude. 

Back ground
The Sportster Racing QuikTurn 27oSteering kit©  is a product for those who race 
Sportsters on dirt tracks. It does not benefit road riders and I don’t recommend it 
for street use. 

The current rage of Hooligan racing (big twins on short tracks) is the reason this 
product was undertaken at considerable cost and head scratching engineering. 
Sportsters are big heavy motorcycles with a long 30o fork angle designed for stable 
road riding. Any attempt to put a stock Sportster on a short track will yield slow, 
awkward and difficult handling-(all wrapped in the word ‘slow’ or a ‘high side’)

Now let’s get to the nut. I will not bore you with minutia of rake, trail and offset 
geometry. A Sportster 30o fork angle stabilizes the front-end and keeps your 
motorcycle traveling in a straight line. Racing a stock Sportster exhibits heavy and 
sluggish handling because the weight of the chassis is attempting to self-straighten 
the forks in corners. A steeper fork angle allows the motorcycle to “fall” into turns 
(race corners) for quicker and easier turns. A bike with a steeper fork handles 
bumps and ruts well but forfeits some straight-line stability but also produces a 
lighter handling feel when turning. See the handling chart (below) that plots fork 
angles with different length shocks

Okay, your Sportster can be made to turn faster and easier with my steering kit 
without greatly effecting straight line stability. I would be very cautious about 
extreme high speeds with an altered front end steeper than 26.5o. Do what you can 
to maintain an angle at or above 26.5 o angle 

Now if you have prior dirt track experience and have mastered “sliding” into 
corners, my kit will be a happy addition to your ability to counter steer. This means
steering to the right as you turn left. As you enter a corner leaning the bike to the 
inside and apply power, the back end moves out to the right as it loses traction 
because the rear tire patch is reduced and the front end is loaded. You steer right so
the bike doesn’t spin around in a circle and pitch you into the ether. This whole 
business of sliding into and part way through a corner allows you to redirect the 
bike faster than a competitor who has to drive around a corner with an unaltered 
frame. Your straight line drive and acceleration distance will be longer than his and
you will beat him to the next corner all other factors being equal. If you don’t 
know how to ‘slide’ you will be able to learn it with my kit and experimentation 
during pre-race practice. 



There are vendors out there offering insanely priced “trick” triple trees. More often
than not these products only move the forks out or in from the steering head but 
maintain the stock fork angle... “Ain’t gonna work too slick, Slick.” This can help 
in some track conditions but does not make steering easier-faster. The only way 
quicker steering can be achieved is to alter the fork angle. We are the only 
company to develop a simple and economical product for better dirt track 
cornering. Few have done it inside the steering head without adjustable cups. And 
nobody has done this for a Sportster. My kit will help you win against stock 
Sportsters and maybe those pesky Indians.

Here is a chart to capture the variables of altering frame geometry

1. Stock Sportster 2000 OEM
Wheel base 60”
Rake 29.6o

Shocks 11 7/8”
Great road stability. Awful on the track

2. Sportster  w/ 15” shocks
Wheel base 60”
Rake 28o

Shocks 15” Fine for street. No particular advantage on the track

3. Sportster w/ 15” shocks &1” dropped trees
Wheel base 59”
Rake 27o 
Shocks 15”
Not a good race idea. Awful fork dampening made worse with reduced travel

4. Sportster  w/ 14 ¼” shocks, 27o Quick steer kit 
Wheel base 58.5”
Shocks 14 ¼”
Rake 26.5o

Ideal for FT racing. Marginal street stability. Durelle fork kits make damping & 
rebound ideal for racing. 

5. Sportster w/ 15” shocks, 27o Quick steer kit (and Durelle Forks)
Wheel base 59”
Shocks 15”



Rake 25.5o

Potential for high speed wobbles. Unsafe on street and long tracks. This is just a
NO. 

 You will have moved your fork angle back 3o with this kit. This is general 
information derived from accepted flat track knowledge. The results of any changes are on you 
and you become responsible for any outcome, good/bad or safe/dangerous. You know racing is a
dangerous activity because you do it and have observed (or have heard about) negative 
happenstances. My Quick turn kit moves fork rake back approximately 3o.

Sportster Racing QuikTurn 27o Steering Kit© is a 2017 design and name use copyright of 
Phil Little Racing.com/Little and Omar LLC, all rights reserved.

Other race products that will help your racing

  
1” Dirt track styled bars     2-into-1 pipe. Less cost/weight/more power 

  
19” rear wheel conversion kit  New thinner racing fork brace.     



14 ¼” shocks without that geeky cover      
   

Thanks Phil Little. Phil Little Racing.com
phil@phillittleracing.com    952-607-6063 cell/text
Product names and designs are © Copyright 2018 Phil Little Racing.com. All rights reserved
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